‘The Future is but a repetition of the Past.’  W.D. Gann.

In 1927, legendary trader and astrologer, W.D. Gann wrote a coded novel called “The Tunnel Thru the Air”, (TTTA) in which he encoded his trading secrets. Gann made some amazing predictions and forecasts within its pages. To quote from the book, “He had figured out from the Bible that the time of trouble such as the world had never seen would begin in 1927 and would continue until 1932. There would be war, famine and pestilence all over the earth.” ¹

“It will get worse in 1931 when many other nations will join against us. The end will not come until the summer or fall of 1932.” ²

What was happening astrologically between 1927 and 1932?

The planetary congestion in cardinal signs is obvious when plotted graphically on the 4th harmonic on Graph 1 -major alignments on hard aspects clustered around 10 – 22 degrees cardinal. Saturn square Uranus and opposite Pluto and Jupiter a classic T-square configuration and midpoint structure written Uranus= Saturn/Pluto/Jupiter.

Ebertin’s description of this configuration reads, “Sudden acts of violence, the sudden loss of one’s fortune or possessions.”³ This cardinal intensity is obvious in chart 1 below for 9th June 1931 – a date straight out of Gann’s novel and looks even better on a 90 degree Dial 1 where all the hard 4th harmonic aspects come together like a conjunction.

¹ Pg 41. ‘The Tunnel Thru The Air’ W.D.Gann
² Pg 300 Ibid
³ Pb 188 ‘The combination of Stellar Influences. Reinhold Ebertin.'
On the mundane economic level, Sept 20 1931 there was a major crisis when Britain devalued the pound as it was forced off the Gold Standard – this lead to riots and closure of the London Stock Exchange for two days. A couple of weeks later, the panic also spread onto Wall St closing the New York Stock Exchange on the 5th October.
This is how the Dow Jones reacted when these hard aspects were exact on Graph 2 below.

Why are the cardinal signs so important to the United States of America?

American Independence was declared on the 4th July 1776 – see chart 2. I’m using the Gemini rising chart like Gann hints to in his novel “The Tunnel Thru the Air”, (TTTA).

“He was born under the sign which astrologers call the ascendant sign of the Unites States, the sign Gemini ruled by Mercury, the messenger of the Gods.”

---

4 Pg 326 – TTTA, W.D. Gann
This ascendant is also confirmed by one of Gann’s calculations on a Horoscope he had for Wheat – Figure 1, where he superimposed four natal charts together and plotted conjunctions and oppositions of the outer planets around the outermost ring. The centre wheel is the sighting of America by Columbus on the 12th October 1492, second wheel is American Independence 4th July 1776 and if you look very carefully you’ll see that Gann also included Pars Fortuna - with a quick calculation you’ll discover that he was indeed using the Gemini Ascendant. The other two charts are for Chicago Board of Trade on March 13 1848 and February 1859. The 4th July chart is loaded with cardinal signs so this alerts us quickly to transits over these sensitive degrees. I’ve replicated Gann’s quad-wheel below in chart 3 – showing the cardinal axis shared between the four charts and a sensitive area for transits. Converted to a quad 90 degree dial, you can see the line-up of cardinal planets around 13 Cancer – dial 2.
Evangeline Adams, J.P. Morgan’s astrologer, was also using the Gemini rising chart around 3.03 am putting 20 Gemini on the Ascendant. Here is an important quote from a lecture she gave on January 1st 1927.

“Beginning with 1927, with the influences more pronounced in 1928 and 1929, Uranus will be more unfortunate to Jupiter, which rules money matters on a material plane, than in 1921. In 1907 this aspect operated with the result that the U.S. had a terrific financial panic. It behoves everyone to be extremely cautious in investment and money matters, and be prepared for this threatening configuration of planets.”

On the graph 3, I have plotted transiting aspects to the USA natal Venus at 2 Cancer, Jupiter at 5 Cancer, Sun at 12 Cancer and Mercury at 24 Cancer.

---

5 Pg 178 ‘What Evangeline Adams Knew’. Karen Christino
In 1987 before the crash, Neptune was transiting at 6 Capricorn opposite natal Jupiter and transiting Uranus was opposite the Gemini ascendant.

Eighty four years on - is History repeating? Uranus, the planet of revolution has made a complete orbit and returned to the sign of Aries as it was in 1927 when Gann published his novel. Pluto has travelled from Cancer into Capricorn and Saturn from Capricorn into Libra.

Transiting Pluto formed an opposition to USA natal Venus on the 3rd February 2009 and month before the lowest point in the Dow Jones after the Global Financial Crisis shown in Chart 4. Saturn in Libra has been forming continual squares to this natal Cancer stellium and experienced a Saturn return- the results in market reactions is displayed in Graph 4.
Gann instructs you to read the Bible as it is replete with astrological symbolism. Saturn in Libra is said to be exalted showing strength in terms of his adversity. Libra is the sign of harvest and Saturn restricts the reaping as the natural antagonist to the Sun in Aries (its sign of exaltation). Satan (Saturn) is the anti-Christ against the Lamb of God (Sun in Aries). Uranus in Aries is a natural opponent to Saturn in Libra – his sudden zealous reforms for freedom against Saturn’s stable dutiful need for tradition.

Since 2010, we’ve had the same planets in 1927-1932 clashing at hard aspects in cardinal signs. Saturn formed an opposition to Uranus/Jupiter both square Pluto, as a midpoint we’d write Pluto = Saturn/Uranus/Jupiter, you can see their clustering energy in early cardinal degrees in the graphic ephemeris (Graph 5) below bring in major lows in the Dow Jones in 2010.
The key words for this midpoint structure are again acts of violence, brutality, rebellion, harm through force, the urge for freedom and provocative action. We have witnessed waves of revolutionary riots (Uranus in Aries) all over the world against Governments and the Corporate World (Pluto in Capricorn) and the reaping of what has been sown in the past with Saturn in Libra.

Globally, governments have imposed by force austerity measures to balance their economic woes infuriating the masses leading to violent riots and wars. This is an evolutionary karmic cycle we are witnessing, where the old will be torn down and replaced with the new. Society will no longer be bound to falsehoods. Pluto in Capricorn will transform all forms of power, government and authority. Uranus in Aries will issue a fighting spirit and breaking out of any restrictive status quos and Saturn in Libra demands justice, equality and balance after the harvest.

As I write this in October 2011, a movement called Occupy Wall Street of Thousands of angry activists, backed for the first time by trade unions, have held their largest march yet in New York City. At least 5,000 protesters of the Occupy Wall Street movement took to the streets of New York's financial district, angry that their taxes were used to prop up banks in the 2008 financial crisis. I expect that these types of protests will gather monumental momentum as the global consciousness reaches critical mass and a new paradigm shift will encompass our world.

Looking forward, we still have a long way to go and in 2012 we have more clashes to bear. Uranus will square Pluto on the 24th June and the 19th September, Jupiter will square Neptune on the 25th June and will form a sesqui-quadrate to Saturn on the 21st July and the 16th October.

Important dates for transits to the USA chart are shown in Graph 6. Pluto will again form an opposition to natal Jupiter on the 16th November with transiting Saturn also square natal Mercury on the 18th November 2011. Uranus will be a very busy trigger all 2012 moving through Aries also creating squares to the Cancer Stellium, square to natal Venus on 15th Feb, square natal Jupiter on 16th April and the 18th October.

These hard aspects will not go unnoticed – they force us to react because they need to be expressed and manifested into reality. As the ancient hermetic axiom reads, ‘As above, so below.’

The configuration of the outer planets at the moment is a generational theme therefore the impact is more global and far reaching. People are slowly awakening to the TRUTH and stepping out of a false robotic slumber fuelled with pioneering enthusiasm and the burning fire of revolution and reforms.

The Stock Market will continue to ride like a manic roller-coaster. The ride is controlled by people and their reactions to news. Each day, it's a game between a bullish buyer and the bearish seller. Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn exact in 2012 demands complete transformation of Governments
and the Corporate Banking World (Capricorn). Expect to hear more news of economic collapses, contractions, bank failures, riots and sudden unexplained market mayhem. Astrology is about timing and foreknowledge – be aware and be prepared!
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